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Snap-on Lights the Way After Daylight Saving Time Ends 

 
KENOSHA, Wis. (November 7, 2022) – Snap-on lights counteract fewer daylight hours, providing 
techs illumination in dark spaces and convenient options for placement and durability.  
 
Snap-on® ECUHE300 3,000 Lumen Underhood Slim Light (Black) – Techs working on underhood 
services can rely on this extendable, low-profile light built with accessibility and versatility in mind.  
Padded 4.8" hooks and a 48.4-80" extension range make this a go-to light for a wide variety of 
vehicles. Its low profile provides techs more accessibility and with up to 3,000 lm it provides 
uniformed lighting across the entire engine compartment. Its durable design protects it from water 
sprays or dust particles and with only 3.5 hours of charging time via USB or rechargeable battery 
needed, techs have up to 15 hours of run time for mastering hard-to-see jobs.   

 
 
Snap-on® ECHDD012AO Neck Light with Removable Lights (Black/Orange) – The 
ECHDD012AO neck light is hands-free and rechargeable, providing techs flexibility and up to 300 
lumens of dimmable lighting when on the move. Each light is detachable with a magnetic end and 
can be transferred to ferrous surfaces when a closer look is necessary. When attached to the 
neckpiece, each light is independently adjustable up and down for optimal lighting focus. A brief 2.5-
hour charge provides up to 10 hours of run time, depending on the brightness setting.  

 
Snap-on® ECPND032O 300 Lumen Rechargeable Foldable Dual Penlight (Orange) – The 
ECPND032O packs 300 lumens of lighting power in an ultra-compact 180° design, making storage 
and transportation easy. A triple light feature includes a front long bar light (300 lm), a back short bar 
light (200 lm) and a spotlight (80 lm) at the top of the tool. A three-hour recharge ensures up to 18 
hours of run time for the front light, 20 hours for the back and 5 hours for the spotlight. Designed with 
technicians in mind, the body is made of durable polyamide and aluminum to withstand drops and 
includes strong built-in magnets for hands-free use.  
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Find out more about these and other Snap-on tools and products by contacting your participating 
Snap-on franchisee or other representative, visiting www.snapon.com, or calling toll-free 877-
SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664). 
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About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and 
marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional 
users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, 
diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions 
for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation 
and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power 
generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise 
companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct, 
distributor and internet channels.  Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $4.25 
billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations throughout the world. For 
additional information, visit www.snapon.com.   
 

 
  
  


